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Subject: Appendix R of 10 CFR .Part 50 - Fire Protection Rule \/,, h,
_
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W/s N
' ' The Cor,nission published a revised Section 10 CFR 50.48 and a new A . Wor

to 10 CR Part 50 on tiovember 19,1980 (46 FR 76602). This rule Decarae er ective
on February 17, 1981, and it specifies certain fire protection features for
operating nuclear power plants licensed betore January 1979. The technical
requirements stated in Appendix R were adopted af ter several years experience

- with the fire protection guidelines of Appendix A to BTP-ASB 9.5-1 in evaluating
fire protection progra"is. A copy of the Federal Register flotice is enclosed

'

(Enclosure 1).
-

The technical requirc.nents of Appendix R to 10 CFi: Part 50 are now tving used
ds guidelines in our evaluatich of the fire protection progrom for plants under
review for operating licenses.

It has been our recent practice to perform the tice protection reviews '.or
OL plants using thc provisions of Appendix R. ' Accordingly, as part of
your ogerall fire protection progran subaittal,. we requi st that you include

_a Aomparison of your fire protection program to Appendix R to 10 CFR Part 50.
Specifically identify and justify any deviation from Appendix R. Deviations

*from Appendi.x R shoulo' be identified as early in the review process as
possible, so thac tney may be resolved and all fire protection features be
implemented by the time the plant is ready for fuel loading.'

-_

lf you havte any questions on this subject, please contact the fRC Project
hanager for' yoty. facility.,
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The raporting/ record keeping requirenents associated with Appendix R of
10 CFR 50 have been approved by the Office of fianagement and Budget under
approved number 3150-0011 which expires Septen'aer 30, 1983. Coments on-
burden and duplication may be directed to the Office of Managenr.nt and
. Budget, Reports ttanagement Roon 3208, New Executive Office Building,-
Washington, 'D. . C. 20503

Si ncerely,

Gk ,l.uM

Darrel1 G. Eisenhut', Director
Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regelation

Enclo:ure:
Notice of Fire Protection

Rule
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See next page
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fxecutive Vice President and*

General Manager
Texas Utilities Generating Company
2001 Bryan Tower
Dallas, Texas 75201

cc: Nicholas S. Reynolds, Esq.
Debevoise & Liberman
1200 Seventeenth Street -

Washington, D. C. -20036
Resident Inspector / Comanche Peak

Spencer C. Relyea, Esq. Nuclear ~ Power Station
Worsham, Forsythe & Sampels c/o U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
2001 Bryan Tower Commission
Dallas,. Texas 75201 P. O. Box 38

Glen Rose, Texas 76043
Mr. Homer C. Schmidt
Manager - Nuclear Services Ms.' Betty B. Brink
Texas Utilities Services, Inc. Citizens for Fair Utility Regulation
2001 Bryan Tower 7600 Anglin Drive
Dallas, Texas 75201 Fort' Worth, Texas 76119

Mr. H.' R. Rock
Gibbs and Hill,.Inc. .

393 Seventh Avenue
-

.

New York, New York 10001
,

.

Mr. A. T. Parker "

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P. O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

David J. Preister
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Division
P. O. Box 12548, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

Mrs. Juanita Ellis, President i

Citizens Association for Sound
Energy

1426 South Polk
Dallas, Texas 75224
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NUCLEAR REGUI ATORY that the comment penod should have are already set forth in General Design
COttel;SS10N bee". extended. Criterion 3 of Appendix A to 10 CFR

The Commission does not agree. The Part 50 and in the NRC guidance
10 CFR Part 50 NRC has been developmg fire protection documents. These general provisions

requirements since 1975. The NRC gave rise to a number of disputes over
Fire Protection Program for Operating published comprehensive fird protection whether specific methods adequately
Nuclee# Power Plants guidehnes. Dranch Technical Position accomplished the intended goal The

AGENCv: Nuclear Regulatory DTP APCSD 9 5-1, and its Appendix A in proposed rule is intended to provide

Commissiori 1976. Licensees have compared their fire sufficient specific guidance to ensure

ACm Mnal rule protection programs against these satisfactory resolution of these 1: sues.
.- guidelines and have discussed their Thus, reverting to generalized guidance ,.

suussAny:The Nuclear Regulatory deviations from these guidelines with would not accomplish the intended
Commission is amending its regulations the NRC staff for the past four years purpose of the proposed rule.

The second issue involved someto require certain provisions for fire during the NRC's fire protection reviews .
iprotection in operating nuclear power of operating reactors. A Safety instances m which the specif,c wording G

plants. This action is being taken to Evaluation Report and in most cases. used resulted in unnecessary and
upgrade fire protection at nuclear power supplements to the Safety Evaluation unintended restrictions. For example,
plants licensed to operate pnor to Report, have been issued for each the proposed rule called for a " fresh

January 1.1979, by requiring resolution operating reactor. These reports water" supply. For firefighting purposes,
of certain contested generic issues in describe fire protection alternatives that brackish water is satisfactory and a
fire protection safety evaluation reports. have been prcposed by the licensee and ]msh" water supply is unnecessary.
areeCTivE DATE: February 19,1981. found acceptable by the staff as well as Similarly, the proposed rule called for

Note.-The Nuclear Regulatory unresolved fire protection issues an " underground' yard fire main loop.
Of ten po tions of a fire main loop runCommission has submitted this rule to remaining intween the staff and the .

the Comptroller General for review as 1;censee. Proposed Appendix R provided above ground in and as they enter
rnay be appropriate under the Federal the Commission's requirements for structures. The Commission had not .

Reports Act, as amended (44 U.S C. resolving those issues. Thus, it concerns intended to prohibit runmng portions of

35121. The date on which the reporting only a limited number of issues derived a, fire main loop above ground. Other
" lar changes are discussed in Sectionrequirement of this rule becomes from the use of the earher guides. The !!L ". Specific Requirements, of this

.

effective, unleis advised to the contrary, Commission beheves that a 34 day
reflects triciusion of the 45-day period comment period was adequate under prea

that statun allows for such review (44 these circumstances. PO,

U.S.C. 351r c)(2)). 2. Many licensees questioned the need requ mments on plants with presently
' " '8

Poe FURTM llNFORMATION CONTACT: for backfitting all the requirements of in I re te aDavid P. Nc rf, Office of Standards Appendix R. They commented that they previously determined by the staff to
Developmen , U.S. Nuclear Regulatory had previously complied with staff fire satisfy the guidance of Appendix A to
Commission Washington, D.C. 20555. protection recommendations in " good BTP APCSD 9.5-1.The Commissionphone 301-43-5921 or Robert L faith" and have committed to or generally agrees that, except for three
Ferguson, Office of Nuclear Reactor completed certam modifications. They sections that will be back fitted.
Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory contend that the staff has properly Appendix R should not be retroactively
Commission, Washmgton. D.C. 20555, determined that these modifications applied to features that have been
phone 301-492-7096. provide at least the level of fire previously approved by the NRC staff as
summassNTany mronuArion:On May protection desenhed by the gu' dance satisfy ng the provisions of Appendix A
29,1980, the Nuclear Regulatory contained in Appendix A to Dranch to DTP APCSD 9.5-1.
Commission published in the Federal Technical Position DTP APCSD 9.5-1. s'he NRC staff had intended,in its
Regieter (45 FR 36062) a notice of They also contend that these original proposa' for Appendix R, that
proposed rulemaking invitir.g wr tten modifications provide a level of the requirements be applictble only for
suggestions or comments on the protecdon at seast equivalent to that the resolution of unresolved disputed
proposed rule by June 30,1980. The contamed in the proposed rule. They f re protection features.Thus, the staff
notice concerned proposed amendments espress the concern that the proposed had not intended the provisions of
to 10 CFR Part 50. " Domestic Licensing rule was written in such specifi* Appendix R to iequire modification of
of Production and Utilization Facilities." language that fire protection issues that presiously approved features.This was

| which would require certain minimum were thought closed would be reopened not clearly described in the proposed
, provisions for fire protection in nuclear and new, but not necessarily better- rule as published for comment. In fact,
l power plants operating prior to januar3 modifications would be required. These the Supplementary Information .

| 1.1979. Firty-one comment letters were modifications could be accomplished published with the proposed arule
*

received egarding the proposed only by the expenditure of considerable explicitly indicated that "[ajll licensees
! amendments. A number of comments engineering, design, and construction will be expected to meet the
| pertained to specific requirements in the effort and at great undue expense. The requireme:its cf this rule,in its effactive $proposed Appendix R. and these will be commenters request that the form, including whatever changes result

dealt with below. However, there were requirements in the proposed ru% be from public comments."
three substantive contentions which rewritten to specify only the general In determining whether the spec fi;
were raised by many of the commenters. requirements of what needs to be requirements of Appendix R should I,e
Dese three :omments are summarized accomplished. Imposed on licensees with presently
as follows: These comments raise three related installed or existing commitments to

1. Most commerters stated that the 30 issues. The first relates to the need for install fire protection features previously
day c6mment period was too short to specific requirements. ne general determined to satisfy An end.< A to
permit adequate detailed response and requirements relating to fire protection firanch Technical Position DTP APCSD

- _ . .
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9 5-1, it is important to recognize that arrangements were accepted in some permitted either an oil codection system
Appendix R addresses only a portion of early fire protection reviews. As a result or a fire suppression system. The staff
the specific items contained in the more of some separate eff2 cts tests, the staff - has also accepted an automatic fire
comprehensive document. Branch changed its position on +is suppression system as an acceptable
Technical Position BTP APCSD 9.b1 configuration, and subscant plans method of fire protection for this
and its Appendix A. Appendix A to BTP have been required to provide application.The Commission has
ApCSB 9 %1 has been the basic fire additional protection in the form of fire concluded that fire suppression systems
prote-tion guidance used by the staff in barriers or substantial physical - do not give adequate protection for fires
their fire protection reviews conducted separation for safe shutdown systems. that may be induced by seiamic events.,

*
for all operating plants during the past No credit for such coatings as fire The Commission the*efore believes that
several years. For many plants. barriers is allowed by Section !!!.G of previously approved suppression
licensees propoed systems and features Appendix R. Appendix A to Branch systems should be replaced with oil

y that satisfactorily achieved the fire Technical position BTP APCSB 9.5.1 and collection systems that can withstand
protection criteria set forth in Appendix the proposed Appendix R recognized seismic events.
A to BTP APCSB 9.b1 and began to that there were plant-unique Tha technical basis on which these
promptly implement such features and configurations that required fire three sections are based are further
systems, protection features that are not identical discussed in Section !!!," Specific

Satisfactory features and systems are to those listed in Section !!!.G of Lequirements,"of this preamble.
already in place and in operation in Appendix R. For these cases, fire 3. mom commente-s stated that the
many plants. There is a reasonable protection features were developed by implementation schedule contained in
degree of uniformity among most of the licensee and described in a fire the proposed rule is impossible to meet
these approved features fer all facilities hazards analysis. Some of these for any of the operating plants.The
since they were reviewed against the arrangements were accepted by the staff commenters further stated that if the
same criteria of Appendix A to BW as providing equivalent protection to the implementation schedule in the effective
ApCSB 9.b1. In general, the features requirements of Section !!!.G to rule is the same as that in the proposed
previously approved by the NRC staff in Appendix R. rule, the Commission must be prepared
its reviews of fire protection using the Requiremen's that account for all of to either shutdown each operatmg
crite-ia of Appendix A to DTP APCSD the parameters that are important to fire nuclear, power plant, or process
RS-1 provide an equivalent level of fire protection and consistent with safety ".emption requests.
protection safety to that provided under sequirements for all plant-unique The commenters then concluded that
the specific provisions of Appendix R. configurations have not been developed. the implem mtation schedule should be
Thus, the further benefit that might be in light of the experience gained in fire rewritten to all w an adequate time
provided by requiring that previously protection evaluations over the past four priod for compliance. The proposed rule
approved features he modified to years, the Commission believes that the stated that all fire protection and
conform to the specifis language set licensees should reexamine those m difications identified by the staff as
forth in Appendix R is outweighed by previously approv d configurations of necessaryt satisfy Criterion 3 of
the overall benefit of the early fire protection that do not meet the Appendix A to this part, whether -
implementation of such previously requirements as specified in Section ccntamed in Appendix R to this part or

in ther staff fire protection guidanceapproved features. which in many ca.ies !!!.G to Appendix R. Based on this
are currently being installed. reexamination the licensee must either I* P

ca b h sha e ompletedsh owNevertheless, as a result of its meet the requirements of Section !!!.C of
continuing review cf fire protection Appendix R or apply for an exemption by November 1,1980 unless, for good
matters, the NRC staff has mdicated to that justifies alternatises by a fire cause shown, the Commission approves

the Commissmn lhat there are hazard analysis. Ilowever, based on an extension," (proposed paragraph
requirements in three sections in which present information, the Commission 50.481.(c)). The Commission went on to .

state its intention in the Statement ofthe protection afforded by Appendix R does not expect to be able to approve
Consideration to the rule that " . rioover and above that previously exemptions for firoretardant coatmgs

uccepted, may be desiteble. The used as fire barriers *
plant wocid be allowed to continue to
operate after November 1,1980, orComminion has decided that these The second relates to emergency beyond an extended date approved byrequirements should be retroactively lighting. Section lill of Appendix R calls the Comission, unless all modifications

applied to all facilities. This decision is for a-hour emergency lighting, whereas (except for alternate or dedicatednot meant to reflect adversely on in some cases less than Shour shutdown capability) have beenprevious licensee or staff evaluations; emergency lighting has been xcepted a6 implemented."'. rather its purpose is to take fully into satisfying Appendix A to UTP APCSU The Commission has reconsidered theaccount the increased knowledge and 9.5-L While an adequate level of safety implementation schedule and has
experiew developed on fire pmtection may be provided by less than an 8-hour determined that it should be modified

,2 matters over the last several > cars. supply, an 8-hour system would provide for the following reasons:
The first of these sections is related to added protection and would generally . After reviewing the comments and

fire protection fuatures for ensuring that involve only a small cost. The the information developed as a result of
systems and associated circuits used to Commission therefore believes that completion of fire reviews over the past
achiese and maintain safe shutdown are licensees should upgrade the previcusly 6 months, the staff has informed the,

free fro n fire damage. Appendix A to approved facilities to satisfy the 8-hour Commission that the date of November
DTP APCSB 9.51 permits a combination lighting requirement of Appendix R. 1,1980, is not possible because the
of fire-retaroant coatings and fire The third relates to protection against effective date of the rule will be after
detection and supression systems fires in noninerted containments that date.
without specifying a physical separation involving reacter coolant pump + The staff has informed the.

distance to protection redundant lubrication oil (Section 111.0 of Commission that it would expect isystems (Appendix A, D.1(2)). and such Appendix R). The proposed rule virtually all licensees to request |

.
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exemptions if the new implementation Section Ill, we provide a suminary of the automatic water suppression system
dates do not provide an appropriate Technical Basis for each requirement. throughout the plant.

period of time for complying with the followed by a summary of the public An ensured minimum volume of water
requirements of Appendix R.The time comments and a statement of the staff's is set aside rd dedicated for fire
and manpower resources needed by the dispositien of those comments. protection c es to be available at all

times regardless of other simultaneouslicensees to prepare such requests and Section 1. Introduction oA/ Scope water uses in the plant. This waterby the staff to formulate
recommendations on these requests is This section has been revised as a volume is dedicated for fire service by

nct warranted from the standpoint of result of comments to include a means of separate storage tanks or

timely fire protection improvement. discussion of the importance of safe separate pump suctions from a large
+ ne revised implementation shutdown capability and the distinction body of water. When common tankage *

schedule provides a careful balance of between requirements for " safety- is employed for fire service needs and
.

*

these considerations. calling for the related" equipment and equipment other water services, the fire pump

remaining fire protection modifications needed for " safe shutdown." suctions must be at the bottom of the
tank and other water supply suctions gto be implemented and installed on a Section II. GeneralRequimments must be located at a higher level tophased schedule that is a prompt as This section has been substantially ensure that the minimum dedicatedcan be reasonably achieved.

The revised schedules distinguish rewritten as a result of comments to water volume is set aside for fire
between requirements imposed for the provide a concise summary of general protection needs. Administrative
first time on the licensee by Appendix R requirements.The specific requirements controls by themselves, such as locked
and those requirements already imposed were consolidated with the appropriate valves to ensure adequate water supply

in license conditions or Technical parts of Section 111. " Specific for fire fighting needs, are deemed
Specifications issued prior to the Requirements," except that the credit unacceptable at nuclear power plants.

eff ctive date of the rule. For given for 50-foot separation has been
Coament Resolution

requirements imposed by Appendix R, dropped.
hiany commenters stated that weincluding the items "backfit" to all Section Ill. Specific Requimments were being too restrictive by stipulatingplants, the schedule provides a The requirements in th.is rule are an underground yard fire main loop andreasonable time after publication of the based upon principles long accepted fresh water supplies. Our intent wasrule for completion of required within that portion of American industry only that a yard fire main loop bemodifications. For requirements already that has been classified by their furnished. We have deleted the

imposed by license conditions providing insurance -.riers as *!mproved Risk,, specification for an underground loopfor implemention after November 1. or "llighly Protected Risk". In each of since special conditions may dictate that1980. the Commission has reviewed these cases, the Commission has part of the loop be above ground orthese schedules and has found that in decided that the overall interest of inside safety.related buildings. Suchsome instances the allotted time for
completion of the required modifications public safety is best served by arrangements are acceptable,

establishing some conservative level of With regard to the specification for amay be excessive. Thus, for fire
protection features other than those fire protection and ensuring that level of fresh water supply, the staff was

covered by Appendix R, although the compliance exists at all plants.The attempting to avoid potential plant

Commission has extended the f Ilowing is a list of the specific problems that are not associated with
compliance dates beyond the November technical bases and resolution of public fire protection. From a fire protection

1,1980, date in the proposed rule, the comments for each of the specific standpoint, salt or brackish water is
Commission has added a requirement requirements in Appendix R. acceptable for fire suppression provided

that limits the compliance schedule in A. WaterSupplies for Fire the fire protection system is designed

existing licenses if such schedules Suppression Systems Technica/ Basis. and maintained for salt or brack!sh
extend beyond what we now believe One of the basic fire protection water. The requirement for fresh water
should have been a reasonable schedule requirements for a modern industrial supplies is therefore dropped. Other
initially. Relief from such limitation may site in the United States is a separate operational problems unrelated to fire

be granted by the Director of Nuclear water distribution system for fire protection that may result from the use

Reactor Regulation upon a showing that protection with dual water supplies. of salt or brackish water for fireI

l there is good cause for extending such Duplicate water supplies are required to suppression activities are outside the
date and that public health and safety is ensure uninterrupted fire suppression scope of this regulation.

not adversely affected by such capability allowing for single failures Several commenters took issue with

extension. and periodic maintenance and repair of the requirement for two separate

it should also be noted that for vital portions of the systems. Duplicate redundant suctions, stating that some

licensees whose license conditions water supplies may consist of separate plants use a single large intake structure
imposed a schedule with a compliance suctions for fire pumps from a large on a lake or a river for all water /

date of November 1,1980, or other date body of water such as lake, river, or requirements.The requirement for
prior to the effective date of i 50.48, the pond or from two water storage tanks. separate intake structures was not

*

Commission has suspended such For nuclear power plants. the intended and the rule has been clarified. y
compliance dates by promulgating on distribution system is required to consist Several comments called for deleting

October 29,1980, a temporary rule of a loop around the plant with suitable the requirements for dedicated tanks or
i 50.48 (45 FR 71569), which will be valves for isolating portions of the use of vertical standpipe for other water
superseded by this rule. system for maintenance or repair services when storage tanks are ued for

To better understand the nature of the without interrupting the water supply to combined service-water / fire. water uses,
public comments received and the staff's the various fire suppression systems in on the basis that this is overly restrictive
resolution of these comments, the the plant. Thus, with dual supplies and a and other ways are available to ensure
followmg section will consider each loop concept, an adequate water supply a dedicated supply such as weirs.
section of Appendix R to this part. in can be ensured to each manual or suction location etc.Two separate but
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related issues are involved here. The hour water supply is considered by a visually indicating or key. operated
first is the requirement for dedicated adequate. It should also bt noted that fcurb) valve." and there was an
water storage tanks for fire fighting this minimum dedicated water vclume is 7portunity to comment on this
purposes.The suggestion that the based on maximum flow rates. Since document.
requirement for dedicated tanks be most fires are controlled and D.ManualMie Suppression Technical
deleted was rejected for the reasons extinguished with much smaller flow Basis. Considerable reliance is placed
stated in the preceding Technical Basis. rates, this requirement realistically on automatic fire suppression systems

ne other point deals with ensuring represents a dedicated water volume far throughout a nuclear power plant.
minimum water storage capacity for fire in excess of two hours. Ilowever. manual fire fighting activities

B.Sectionallsolation valves. often can control and extinguish slowly' suppression activities when storage
tanks are used for combined service. C.flydrantIsolation Valves developing fires before an automatic fise

TechnicalBasis. nese two suppression cystem is actuated. Inwater / fire. water uses.The term
" vertical standpipe for other water requirements are similar and can be addition. fires that are controlled or
service'' simply means that the suction treated together. proper valving is extinguished by automatic systems

required to isolate portions of the water require a certain amount of rTanualfor other water uses in common storage
tanks will be located sufficiently high to distribution system for maintenance or response. Also, some areas of the plant

ensure the minimum water volume repair without interrupting the water do not warrant the installation of
needs for fire suppression activities. lf supply to manual or automatic fire automatic fire suppression systems.
the commenters were assuming that suppression systems inside the plant. Manual response is the only fire
" vertical standpipe" referred only to Valves are similarly required to permit suppression available for these areas:

isolation of outside yard hydrants from thus, it is important that manual firepipes inside the tank this is not the the water distribution system for fighting capability be present in allcase. In fact a standpipe exterior to the maintenance or repair without areas of the plant, and that standpipe
storage tank is more desirable since any Interrupting water supply to fire and hose stations be located throughoutleakage would be immediately evident. suppression systems inside the plant, the plant.ne standpipe and hoseOn an internal standpipe a leak in the Visually mdicating valves such as post stations are to be located so that at leastpipe could actually allow depletion of . dicator valves are preferred so that one effective hose stream can bem
the water otherwise to be reserved for the position of the valve can be readdy brought to bear at any location in thefire uses.The rule has been clarified to determined. However, key. operated plant containing or presenting a hazardallow physical alternatives for water

valves (commonh known as curb to structures. systems, or componentssupply dedication but to preclude "!ves) are acceptable for these important to safety.They are to beexclusive use of administrative controls purposes where plant-specific, supplied from the fire water supplyfor this purpose.
Some commenters objected to the "h" f[',,Q,,,,, system except for those insideC '

containment. which may be connectedrequirement that other water systems Resolution. Many commenters stated t other reliable water supplies if aused as a backup water supply for fire that the requirement for " approved separate penetration into containmentprotection should be permanently visually indicating" sectional control cannot be made for fire water serviceconnected to the fire main system and valves was overly restrictive,
m eds.suggested thatit would be sufficient t unnecessary, and not specific with

provide a water supply capable of being respect to who should give the approval. Comment Resolution
connected to the fire main systern within The Commission has accepted this 8'**'"I C0"**"I"8 '"88''''d 'ddi"8ten minutes of the loss of normal water suggestion: the rule now requires that a sentence reading " Standpipe and hose

i

supply or pumps. He rule does not sectional control valves shall be stations are not required if sufficientaddress backup water supphes. He provided to isolate portions of the fire . justification can be provided thatrequirement means that if another main for maintenance or repair without adequate fire protection features havewater system is used as one of the shutting off the entire system. Post been provided to account for a given fireredundant water supplies it must satisfy mdicator or key-operated valves are area." His suggestion was rejected. Heall of the requirements of the fire mentioned as two e%oples of staff has taken the position that theprotection water supplies. Additional acceptable valve,
backup supplies need not meet these C. Ilydrant Block Volves-Comment minimum requirements are that at least

one effective hose stream that will berequirements. Resolution. A numberof commenters
One commenter asked why only a made suggestions for rewording this able to reach any location that contains

two hour water supply is required when section. This section has been clanfied or could present an exposure fire hazard

the Bruns Ferry Fire lasted well over to state the requirement for capability to to the safety-related equipment. ne
two hon All of theinvestigations of isolate hydrants from the fire main Commission concluded that no analyses*

the Browns Ferry Fire clearly show that without disrupting the water supply to can identify hazards so carefully that
if wakr had been used immediately, the automatic or manual fire suppression this minimum requirement can be

further reduced.fire would have been extinguished much systems in any area containing or
i earher. Indeed once the manual fire presenting a fire hazard to safety.related F. Ilydrostoric ifose Test Technicol,

fightine activities were started with the or safe shutdown equipment. Bosis. Fire hoses should be
use of anly one fire hose stream. the fire One commenter suggested that this hydrostatically tested periodically to
was extinguished within one-half hour. requirement be dropped in its entirety ensure that they will not rupture during
The etaff would find unacceptable any since it "is a new requirement which has use.ne requirement for a minimum test
condition in which a postulate 1 fire that not been subjected to the peer review pressure of 300 psi comes from hTPA
could threaten safe shutdown capability process." His suggestion was tejected No.196 (National Fire Protection
could not be controlled and extinguished on the basis that Appendix A to Irl? Association Standard No.196--
within two hours with any combination APCSB 9.5-1 contains the following Standard for Fire Hose). a nationally

of manual and automatic fire sentence: "The lateral to each hydrant recognized consensus standard.Thie

; suppression activities. Therefore, a two- from the yard main should be controlled standard contains other guidance for the

__ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ , _ ___ _ _ __ -_-- _ - _ _ - - _ - _ -_ _. _. _ _ - - _ - _
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use and care of fire hose that most system in all such areas should be 1. Fire Brigode Troining Technical
*

industries find useful. retained.The fire hazards analysis may Bosis. Most modern industrial plants
call for a separate suppression system, with replacement cost values

Comment Resolution but this would be m addition to the fire approaching those of a modern nuclear,

Many commenters pointed out the detection system, powered electric generating station have
erroneous usage of the term " service G. Protection o/Sofe Shutdown a full time fully equipped fire

pressure" rather than " operating Capobihty Technicol Basis. The department. including motorized fire

pressure" in this requirement. The objective for the protection of safe app ,tus. Because of the reduced
intended meaning for this requirement is shutdown capability is to ensure that at sevei.ty of fire hazards in a nuclear

that all hoses would be tested at a least one means of achieving and generating station as compared to a

pressure greater than the maximum maintaining sale shutdown conditions manufacturing plant, the Commission ,-

pressure found in the fire protection will remain available during and after believes that it is not necessary to

water distribution systems. The correct any postulated fire in the plant. Because mandate a fully staffed fire department.
terminology is " operating pressure." The it is not possible to predict the specific flowever, manual fire response
rule has been so changed. In addihon, conditions under which fires may occur capability is required at a nuclear plant %

the staff added a specif c mmimum test and propagate, the design basis and a properly equipped and fully

pressure requirement of 300 psi to meet protective features are specified rather
trained fire brigade will satisfy this
need.The Commission has determinedthe NFPA standerd. than the design basis fire. Three

One coinmenter also pointed out that diffe rent mecns for protecting the safe that a brigade of five persor.s constitutes
the minimum size sufficient to performhoses should be inspected for mildew. shutdown capability outside of the actions that may be required by therot, cuts, or other damage. Although this containment are acceptable. The hrst
brigade during the fire and to provideis a valid comment,it is not an means is separation of redundant safe s me margin for unanticipated events.8unresolved issue with any licensee so it shut Jown trains and associated circuits Similarly, the training requirementsneed not be covered by this rule. In by means of a hour fire rated barriers. listed are considered the minimumaddition, such inspections are already The second means is a combination of needed to ensure that the fire brigadebeing performed in accordance with the separation of redundant saft shutdown will be able to function effectivelyplant's Techmcal Specificaitons. trains ar.d associated circuits by a 1

F. Automatic Are Detection Technical hour fire rated barrier and automatic fire during a fire emergency.
The proposed rule required emergencyBosis. The requirement that automatic suppression and detection capability for breathing apparatus without specifyingfire detection systems be installed in all both redundant trains. The third means. the number of such pieces of apparatus.creas that contam safe shutdown or may be eed only & The rule has been modified to specifysafety.related systems or components

redundant trains and associated circuits the personnel for whom such apparatusfollows generally accepted fire
are separated by 20 feet or more of clear is to be provided and to specify res tveprotection practice. Installation of such space, requires automatic fire gfire detection capability is independent suppression and detection systems in If. Fire Bngade-Commentof any requirements for automatic or the area. An alternative or dedicated Resolution. Many commenters suggested

manual ' ire suppression capability in an safe shutdown capability mdependent of changing this requirement to a simplea

stes. The purpose of these detection he fire area is required if fire protection statement that a trained and equipped,systems is to give early warning of fire I,or safe shutdown capabihty cannot be
. nominal size, site fire brigade of fiveconditions in an area so that the fire provided as outlined above. For cable" persons be provided on each shift unlessbrigade can initiate prompt ections to and equipment needed for safe a lesser number is justified.Thisminimize fire damage within the plant.
shutdown located mside of noninerted recommended change was rejected by

mmen eso ion containments, a lesser degree of fire the Commission for the reasons stated
Many commenters suggested that the protection is permitted because in the Technical Basis.

_

words " automatic fire detection tranuent exposure fires are less likely Some commenters objected to the

capability" be substituted for inside containment during plant exclusion of the shift superviscr from
" automatic fire detection systems" on oper stion. Section III.M. " Fire BarriersT the fire brigade. The commenters felt
the basis that, as worded, the discusses the technical basis for the 3- that the shif t supervisor should go to the
requirerrmts are too limiting. They hour barrier, and Section III.L fire and provide the benefit of his
stated tha6 e automatic sprinkler " Alternative and Dedicated Shutdown expertise and authority.The rule would
system with appropriate alarm checle Capability," discusses the technical not prevent this. llowever, the shift
valves and central alarm features basis for safe shutdown capability. supervisor may have to go elsewhere

during the course of a fire that adverselyprovides acceptable detection / alarming Comment Resolution
capability. Several commenters claimed affects plant operation. The fire brigade
that a separate detection system is not Many commenters suggested that the leader must stay with the fire brigade .

needed in areas covered by sprinkler first paragraph be changed slightly and and be assigned no other

systems equipped with fusible link the rest of this section deleted. ne responsibilities during a fire emergency,
basis for their contention is that the rule therefore, the shift supervisor must besprinkier heads. A fusible link has a

time delay before it actuates. lfowever, should state simply the requirement to excluded from membership on the fire 7
more importantly, a smoMering protect cables or equipment of systems brigade.
localized fire that could do damage may necesury for safe shutdown of the plant 1. Fire Brigode Training-Comment

not generate enough heat to melt the and leave specific implementation Resolution. Many commenters have

fusible link, While we do not disagree details in some other type of document.

that the alarm from an automatic fire We have modified this section by %. di.cu. d at length in ihe NRC stdre

suppression system serves as removing the listing of considerations. * Evaluation of Mmimum hre Bngade $bn Sae",
d*ted June s.1s s; copies are av alable from navid

notification that a fi.e exists, we deletmg Table I, and revising the

concluded that the minimum word na to provide clarification. O,7,$ ,%sg.a a ym nm , ,i c.

requirement for a separate fire detection iL Fire Brigade. msss-

,
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stated that NRC used unnecessary detail fire emergency and operators involved modifications to provide alternative'

in spelling out specific requirements for in safe plant shutdown should not also shutdown systems are extensive, a
classroom instruction, fire fighting have to be concerned with lighting in the dedicated system that is essentially a
practice. ana fire drills. Some area. The small cost differential minimum capability safe shutdown tram3

commenters felt that these requirements between 2-hour supply and thr and is independent ot' those already
were more detailed than anything the substantial additional protection existing may be provided. This minimum
Commission has published with regard afforded by the 8-hour supply does not capability is required to maintain the4

to operator training. The Commission waarant reducing this requirement."Ihe process variables within those values4

here points out that most of the Commission has decided to require an 8- predicted for a loss of offsite power. The2

investigations of the TMl accident hour battery power supply in all areas case of loss of offsite power is assumed
,

identified inadequately trained needed for operation of safe shutdown because fires in certain circumstances
operators as an important factor and equipment and in access and egress (e.g., electrical distribution systems)'

that work is now being done in this routes. could cause or be related to such a loss,
y area.The fact is not that the training K. Administratire Controls Technical Fire damage to cold shutdown capability

requirements spelled or here for the fire Basis. The fire protection program uses is limited to damage that can be
brigade members are excessive when administrative controls for fire repaired within 72 hours to provide a
compared to training requirements for prevention and prefire planning. The margin in achieving cold shutdown
reactor oparators, but that fire brigade items listed in this section are generally conditions. Consideration is given to
training is furthar along in development, accepted within the fire protection associated circuits because most plantsa

and training parameters that are community as minimum requirements were not designed with this concept in
essential to a comprehensive program for an effective administration of the fire mind. Should either the alternative or
have been idemified. protection program. Controls are placed dedicated capability be required to

J. Emergency Lighting Technical on the storage and use of combustible function because of a fire,it must not be
Basis. Emergency hghting is required in materials to reduce the fire loading in disabled by fire damage to associated
all nuclear powe. plants. Battery- safety-related areas and on ignition circuits. Also, this capability does not
powered lights with capacities of 1% to sources to avoid careless operations. have to meet the single failure criterion
2 hours is usually sufficient for Procedures are used to control actions because it is only one of severallevels
emergency egress. flowever, the postfire to be taken by individuals who discover of defense. Seismic Category I criteria is
emergency hght.ng requirements in a a fire and by the fire brigada for the not imposed because fires that would
nuclear power plant are of a different development of preplanned fire fighting require the installation of alternative or
kind.The r.eed is for !ighting that aids strategies and actual fire fighting dedicated shutdown capability are not
the access to equipment and techniques. seismical:y induced.

Comment Resoludon Comment Resoluuanp ra e b a t personn I o ffect
safe plant shutdown during plant Many commenters stated that this Many of the commenters stated that
emergscies. Because such activities requirement was much too detailed for a this requirement exceeded the scope of
may extend over a considerable period regulation. Some stated that the Appendix R by defining alternative
of time both durmg and after the fire,it requirements should apply only to those shutdown requirements.They stated
is prudent to provide 8-hour battery areas having safe shutdown equipment. that the time requirements are excessive
emergency lighting capability to allow Other commenters stated that a simple and should be dropped.They also
sufficient time for normallighting to be statement that administrative' contend that this regulation does not
restored with a margin for unanticipated p~)cedures should be established to take into account the many plant

;

4 events. control tne various fire hazards reviews being conducted under the
throughout the plant was sufficient, and Systemati : Evaluation Program (SEP).

Comment Resolution that the details could be spelled out in a It is generally understood that cold
i Many commenters stated that the regulatory guide or some other similar shutdown is the ultimate safe shutdown

requirement for emergency lighting is document. condition and that, for each fire area.i

overly restrictive in three specifics: first. Minor changes have been made in the different means may be used and may1

: that emergency lighting is unnecessary wording of this requirement for be necessary to achieve cold shutdown.
! in many of the designated areas: second, clarification. Because a fire in certain areas at some
! that the requirement for sealed beam or L Alternative andDedicated plants would have the capability of

fluorescent units is overly restrictive; Shutdown Capabihty. disabling systems required to achieve
| third, that the requirement for individual TechnicalBasis. In some locations both hot and cold shutdown, it is

8-hour bhry power supply is (such as the cable spreading room) necessary to specify the minimum
excessive. Three commenters within operating nuclear power plants. It capability and time requirement for each.

recommenJed a 2-hour battery power is not always possible or practicable to condition necessary to achieve safe
st.pply fi. ammenters recommended a protect redundant safe shutdown shutdown. We agree that evaluations
plant-specific power supply; and one systems against adverse effects of fire or being made under the Systematic
commenter recommended that there be fire suppression activities only through Evaluation Program (SEP) may also call*

' no permanent installation. the use of fire protection features for alternative or dedicated shutdown
These sugestions have been accepted because the redundant safe shutdown capability for reasons other than fire

in part. Lighting units with 8-hour systems in a given fire area are too close protection. For example, seismic.
,

battery supplies are to be provided in all to each other. Alternative shutdown flooding, or emergency core cooling
areas needed for operation of safe capability has usually been required to requirements resulting from the SEP may>

shutdown equipment and in access and be independent of the control room, require additional modifications. Each
egress routes thereto.The reasoning cable spreading room. switchgear rooms licensee should be aware of the status of
behind the requirement for an 8. hour and cable riser areas because redundant the SEP so that the requirements

t battery power supply is that there can systems in these areas are not resulting from SEP can be effectively
be a great deal of other activity during a adequately separated. When plant integrated with those relating to fire

|
!

P
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protection to the extent possible. required to ensure safe shutdown the national consensus standard used
flowever, the Commission has decided capabdity. The use of a 1. hour barrier in for testing and rating these cable
that the modifications required to coniundion with automatic fire penetration seals. Since the cables
complete ilm fire protection program suppression and detection capability for conduct the heat through the barrier,
should not be defern*d unt I the SEP each redundant train of safe shutdown and since the cable insulation is
review is completed. equipment is based on the fpilowk g combustible, the acceptance criteria of

M. Fi e Barriers. conmderations. Automatic suppression the ASTM Standard E-119 relating to
TechnicalBasis. The best fire is required to ensure prompt, effective temperature on the unexposed side must

protet. tion for redundant trains of safe application of suppressant to a fire that be appropriately modified.
shutdown systems is separation by could endanger safe shutdown gg,,,,, g,,,fyfj,, ,*
unpierced fire barriers-walls and capability.The activation of an .

ceiling-floor assemblies. Because these automatic fire detection or suppression Some commenters suggested that this

barriers are passive fire protection system does not occur until sufficient entire section be deleted and replaced
features, they are inherently reliable smoke or heat has been developed by with the fo!!owing two sentences:
provided they are properly insta!!cd and the fire.Therefore, the Commission is " Penetration seals shall provide the .

maintained. Fire barriers have been requiring a 1-har barrier to ensure that equivalent protection which is required
used successfully for many years to fire damage will be braited to one train of the fire barrier. Evaluation of the
subdivide large potetie! fire losses into until the fire is extinguished. penetration seals based upon a design i

smaller, more acceptab e i9ks. Even fire These requirements have now been review and relevant test data or
barrierm with openings iave successfully incorporated in Section Ill.G,'' Fire qualification tests may be made." The
interrupted the progres i of many fires Protection of Safety Functions." commenters felt that sufficient test data

"" *** * ' P'"""***'"*"prouded the openings were properly Comment Resolution design requirements without full." scaleprotected by fire doors or other
acceptable means. Several commenters made a number mockup testing and that many of the

Fire barriers are " rated" for fire of suggestions of an editorial nature. Items spelled out in the regulation, such *

r?sistance by being exposed to a One suggestion was to add "or unless as the water hose stream test, were too

" standard test fire" This standard ast oth 'r fire protection features have been detailed and did not belong in the
fire is defined by the American Society provided to ensure equivalent regulation.The Commission has
for Testing and I..aterials in ASTN E- protection" in the first paragraph. where reconsidered this issue and revised the
119. " Standard for Fire Resistance of three-hour rated fire barriers were rule to (a) require the use of
ilmlding Materials." Fire barriers are stipulated unless a lower rating was noncombustible materials only in the
commonly rated as having a fire just.fied by the fire hazards analysis. construction of fire barrier penetration
resistance of from 1 to a hours. Most The Con mission feels that this adds seals, (b) require fire barrier penetration
"Improsed Risk" or "Ifighly Protected nothing in the way of clarification and seals to be qualified by test; and (c)
R4sk" (as classified by insurance the suggestion was not adopted. The require such tests to satisfy certain
carriersl industrial properties in the second paragraph requires that acceptance criteda.
United States require f te barriers to structural steel forming a pcrt of or O. Fire Doors.
have a resistance rating of 2 to 4 hours. supporting eny fire barrier have a fire TechnicalBasis. Door openings in fire

While a nuclear power plant has a resistance e tuivalent io that required of walls constitute another breach that
low fire load. the potential the barnei. An example was given of must be protected. Fire doors that have
consequences of fire are senous. metal lath and plaster covering as being been tested and rated for certain fire
Therefore, the Commission has selected one means of providing equivalent exposures are installed to protect these
3 hours has been as an acceptable protection. Several commenters stated openings. Fire doors frequently fail to
minimum fire resistance ratmg for fire thwt they thought this was too narrow protect the openings in which they are
barriers separating redundant trains for and would be interpreted by some installed because they are not fully
esfe shutdown systems. This will give people as the only acceptable method closed. Various methods are available to
ample time for automatic and manual permitted. Since the example seemed to licensees to ensure that fire doors are in
fire suppression activities to control any be confusing. a decision has been made proper operating condition and that they
potential fire and for safe shutdown to eliminate it. Other comments to the will be closed during a fire. These
activities to properly control the reactor. effect that the requirement was options are listed in Appendix R.
Many operating plants, or plants that excessively restrictive with regard to

Comment Resoludon
are already built but that are not yet fire barrier penetrations, including fire
operating, have both trains of safe doors and their associated frames and Many commenters stated that this
shutdown equipment located in close hardware. and ventilation systems have requirement is too detailed and should

I proximity and a single fire could been acted upon by the staff and the be deleted. Minor editorial changes have
| damage or destroy the functional requirement, as it had affected these been made in order to more clearly state e

capability of both redundant trains. If items, was deleted. the requirements.
epecific plant :onditions preclude the N. Fire Barrier Cable Penetration Seal P. Reactor Coolant Pump Lubrication
installation of a 3. hour fire barrier to Quahfication. System.
separate the redundant trains. a t-hour TechnicalBasis. Unpierced fire TechnicalBasis. Each reactor roolant i
fire barrier and automatic fire barriers offer the best protection for pump motor assembly typica!!y contains
suppression system for each redundant separating redundant trains of safety- 140 to 220 gallons of tube oil. Od leaking
tram will be considered the equiva ent related or safe shutdown equipment. from some portions of the tube oil
of 3. hour barrier. However, these barriers must be pierced system may come in contact with

If the 1-hour fire barrier and automatic for both control and power cables. surfaces that are hot enough to ignite the
fire suppression for each redundant These penetrations must be sealed to oil.The resuhing fire could be large, and
train cannot be provided because of achieve a degree of fire resistance access to the fire wouM he dela> ed
plant. specific conditions, alternative or equivalent to that required of the barrier because of the time r% med to enter the
dedicated shutdowns capability will be that is pierced. ASTM Standard E-119 is containment.ContaineM Hr Nmperature
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would increase, severe localized pump oil collection system is covered by Capability.")In the fire hazards analysis
environments would develop in the area paragraph C2 because its function is for a plant, the equipment relied upon to
of the fire, and a large amount of smoke required to protect safety-related perform both functions must be
would be generated. Rese conditions sys ems rather than to perform a safety identified for each fire area. It follows
could affect operability of safety-related function. Because the failure of the oil that any associated non-safety circuits
equipment inside containment. collection system for a se.ismically in the fire area that could adversely
%erefore, an oil collection system is induced oil fire should not prevent a affect the !dentified shutdown
necessary to confine any oil discharged safety-related system from performini equipment by feeding back potentially
due to leadkage or failure of the its safety function (Regulatory Guide disabling conditions (e.g., hot sh ;ts or

paragraph C.2), the od, Classification,"shorts to ground) to the power supplies1.29 " Seismic Designlubrication system and to prevent it*

cc!!ection system or control circuits of that equipmentfrom becoming a fire hazard by draining
it to a safe location. These occurrences should be designed, engineered, and must also be evaluated. Of course such
could be random or could b<. seismically installed so that its failure will not Icad disabling conditions must be prevented
indoced because the existing tube oil to a fire affecting safety-related to provide assurance that the identified

"

system piping and oil collection systems equipment as a result of an earthquake.
may not be designed to withstand a The prcpon.1 rule permitted tw safe shutdown equipment will function

design basis seimic event. alternatives-an oil::ollection system or as designed. Rese requirements have
an automatic fire sul pression system. n w been incorporated in Section Ill.L

Appendix A to llTP APCSB 9.5-1 We have deleted the alternative of the " Alternative and Dedicated Shutdown
states that for operating plants,

suppression system because Capability."
, postulated fires or fire protection unacceptable damage may result to the Comment Resolutionsystem failures need not be considerad safety-related systems from the burning

,

concurrent with other plant accidents. or f il before the suppression system is Many commenters stated that this
the most severe natural phenomena.. actuated and because the fire water requirement should be deleted because
ne basis for that statement is two fold. supply system is not designed to many older plant designs did not
First, nuclear power plants are massive withstand seismic events. In addition, consider associated circuits and this is,
structures, and essential services are

these pumps are located within the therefore, a new design requirement.
designed to withstand earthquakes and biological shield maide containment. The commenters felt that the analysis
other natural phenomena. Second, the therefore, timely fire brigade action that will be required to ratisfy this
history of many fires associated with w uld be difficult if the suppression requirement will F both long and
recent earthquakes have been system malfuncti ns. Further,if the complicated and ae requirement should
evaluated.These evaluations showed suppression system becomes inoperable therefore be deleted.
that such fires usually are due to failure during peration, a fire watch or patrol The Commission rejected theseof piping or tanks of flammable gasses cami t enter the area during operatm. suggestions for the following reasons.or liquids such as municipal natural gas
distribution systems or gasoline storage Comment Resolution 1. Virtually all of the fire protection

modifications made to date have beenand/or dispensing stations. Where such A number of commenters suggested
potential fire hazards exist in nuclear that this section is too detailed and required to correct deficiencies that
power plants (e.g., hydrogen for should be substantially modified. %fs resulted from lack of consideration of
generator cooling, or oil fuel for the requirement was changed to delete the certain specific items during initial
emergency diesel generator or station option of protecting the reactor coolant design and constmetion.
space heating boilers) they are designed pump lubrication system with an 2. ne Browns Ferry fire showed the
and installed to withstand the damaging automatic fire suppression system. We necessity of divisional separation of the
effects of various natural phenomena, have modified the rule to indicate : hat associated circuit of the control cables
and other special fire protection features the tequirement that the oil collection to prevent the disab!mg of safety
are provided as necessary. Ilowever, system be designed to provide systems by a single fire.This h s been
General Design Criterion 2 Design Bases reasonable assurance that it will discussed with licensees during
for Pmtection Against Natural withstand the Safe Shutdown evaluations of alternative and dedicated
Phenomena requires that structures. Earthquake can be met by satisfying shutdown capability and is n-cessary to
systems. and components important to paragraph C2. of Regulatory Guide 1.29, ensure that safe shutdown systems will
safety be designed to withstand the " Seismic Design Classification" as be able to function properly in the event
effects of earthquakes without loss of described above- of f re
capability to perform their safety Q. AssociatedCircuits. 3.The staff considers incomplete any
function. Regulatory Guide 1.29, TechmcalBasis. When considering fire hazard anal;s. that does notis" Seismic Iksign Classification." the consequences of a fire in a given fire c nsider the effects of fire damage to.

describm. an ecceptable mettod for area during the evaluation of safe
circuits that are associated with safeidentifying and classifying thcsc shutdown capabilities of a plant, the

features ofli ht water-cooled nuclear staff must b * able to conclude that one shutdown systems.
8

# power plants that should be designed to train of equip nent that can be used As indicated above, as a result of the

withstand the effects of the Safe immediately t i bring the reactor to a hot comments received on this issue,it is
Shutdown Earthquake. In this guide, shutdown cor dition remains unaffected unclear that associated circuits have in
paragraph C1 applies to systems that by that fire.'the staff must also be able fact been adequately considered by
are required to remain functional to to conclude that damage to one train of licensees in their reviews using the
ensure heat removal capability; equipment used for achieving cold guidance of Appendix A to BTP APCSB
paragraph C2 applies to systems that do shutdown will be limited so that the 9.5-1.To ensure that the associated
not have to remain frunctional for that equipment can be returned to an circuits are considered, all operating
purpose, but whose failure could reduce operable condition within 72 hours. [See nuclear power plants will be required to
the functioning of those systems covered Technical Basis for Section Ill.G. meet the requirements of Section III.G of
by paragraph C1. The reactor coolant " Protection of Safe Shutdown Appendix R.

_
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Ceneral Comments Reso/utan; shutdown capability. The Commission comments received on the proposeo

does not agree. We believe that the regulations, other commenters
Several commenters contended that Commission's overa|1 fire protection demonstrated a thorough understanding

Commission regulations mandate that program involving extensive plant- of the proposed requirements.
an adjudicatory hearing be co iducted specihc fire pn .cction modifications Pursuant to the Aton9c Energy Act of

rior to a final decision. One commenter
fabeled the regulation an " order" withm

that are uased on guidance set forth in 1934, as amended, the Energy

Branch Technical Position DTP APCSB Reorganization Act of 1974, as ame'.3ed.
the meaning of the Administrative 9.5-1 and its Appendix A and the and Sections 552 and 553 of Title 5 of the
Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 551(81) ( APA) specific requirements of Appendix P to United States Code, notice is hereby
and asserted that 10 CFR 2.204 of the as Ive disputedissues provide given that the following amendments to
Commission's regulations. " Order for adequate fire protection. Title 10. Chapter I. Code of Federal
Modification of License." applies to this One commenter stated that the ~

Pegulations. Part 50, are published as a .-
document sub,ect to codification.rulemaking proceeding. ambiguity of the proposed regulation i

'llie Commission disagrees with these with regard to criticalitems requires 1. A new I 50.48 is added to read as
comments. A " rule"is defined in the that it be renoticed. The commenter follows: ,

APA to mean "the whole or a part of an ^

en tr o "'
f 50.44 Fire Protection.apncy statement of general or , as e ples of

particular applicability and, future cf ect sucn ambiguity. They were Section Ill.G. (a) Each operating nuclear power
of Section Ill.N. and Section Ill.Q We have plant shall have a fire protection plandesigned to implement , , that satisfies Criterion 3 of Appendix Aprescribe law or policy (5 U.S.C. reviewed these examples.

551(4)).The agency action questioned in reference to the first example, the to this part.This fire protection plan
here is clearly one that treats similarly commenter stated that the first

shall describe the overall fire protection
alttated licensees equally and that paragraph of Section Ill.G identifies program for the facility, identify the

alternative shutdown capability as an various positions within the licensee's

re4u r inents F r thoselicensees who optional protective feature and that organization that are responsibile for the
have not streedy provided an equivagent aragraph ill.G.2.c then identifies program, state the authcrities that are
level of f te protection, certain specific alternative shutdown capability as a delegated to each of these positions to
fire protection features are required. minimum fire protection feature. We do implement ihose responsibilities, and
Various of these requirements would not agree with this statement.The first outline the 91ans for fire protection, fire

apply to approximately 40 facilities. The paragraph of Section Ill.C identifies detection and suppression capability,
commenter,e characterization of the rule alternative shutdown capability as one and limitation of fire damage.The plan
as an order, along with the assertion option in a combination cf fire shall also describe specific features
that 10 CFR 2.204 mandates a hearing protection features for a specific fire necessary to implement the program
before the rule becomes final is area. Paragraph III.G.3 indicates when described above, such as administrative
incorrect. On its face, that regulation this option should be used. controls and personnel requirements for
(which does grant a hearing right) In reference to the second example, fire prevention and manual fire
applies only to Commission orders that the commenter stated that Section III.N suppression activities, automatic and
modify a license 'It does not apply t requires a pressure differential across manually operated fire detection and
requirements promulgated through a the test specimen during the testing of suppression systems, and the means to
rulemaking action conducted m f re barrier penetration seals but fails to limit fire damage to structures, systems,
accordance with the requirements of define the pressure differential This or components important to safety so
applicable law, comment is incorrect. The pressure that the capability to safely shut down

Several commenters contended that differential called for by the proposed the plant is ensured.:
the environmental impact had not been provision was the maximum pressure (b) Appendix R to this part establishes
adequately addrersed. One commenter, dif ferential that the barrier would fire protection features required to
citing the requirements in Section III.A exper ence in the specific plant satisfy Criterion 3 of Appendix A to this
of Appendix R for two water supplies installation. In any event, the part with respect to certain generic
and two separate redundant sections as requirement for pressure differential issues for nuclear power plants licensed
examples of requirements involving during such tecting has been deleted to operate prion to January 1.1979.
environmental issue;. contended that since only noncombustible materialis Except for the requirements of Sections
the Commission relied upon its staff's now being used for such seals. I!!.C. !!!.J. and 111.0, the provisions of
" unsupported determination that. In reference to the third example, the Appendix R to this part shall not be
pursuant to 10 CFR I 51.5(d). e" commenter at ated that Section !!I.Q is applicable to nuclean nower plants
environmentalimpact statement, totally lacking in definition. We do not licensed to operate prior to January 1.
appraisal agree. Footnote 6 references Regulatory 1979, to the extent that fire protection
required.; or negative, declaration is notThe Commission has Gaide 1.55 and IEEE Std 384-1974.The features proposed or implemented by

'

considered Section Ill.A and has further lo tier document is a commonly used
considered the semaining requirements ir dustry standard that defines .D,e,c nre protecnon guiduce for nuciar pown

.

of Appendix R and emains convinced a isociated circuits and provides plante is contamed in two NRC documente:

that the regulations are not substantive guidance for ensurirs that such circuits * Drench Technical Position Auuliery Power
'

Cema systein BrucmP APCSB e s4 %
and are insipificant from the standpoint d a not ci *ipromise the independence of Tuidehnn fw Mm Protecne for Nudur Pown
of environmentalimpact. the shutcown circuits they are " "

! One commenter suggested that all associated with. deteI yb
plats be required to install dedicated Based on the above examples and our . Appenden A to BTP APCSB e 6-1. "Culmbnes

review of the other provisions of the for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plante
D=h*d Pr'= to luly 1. is7sr ror pt nts that were

'It should ale 9 be noted that i 120Hs codied in proposed rule, we do not believe that operstma or under various atenes d design or
Subpart 8 of to CFR Part 1 The scope of Subpar 1 B Ige ruge as proposeg was 1mgiguous so construction Wre W 1. N de J Agum
le specifically limited to " cases inittsted by the af aff as to require renoticing. Moreover, it 3,7s.

* * . isnpon require =nte by order en e
besmeer its Crt a aouieMsmphase evppbed-l should be noted that based on other AI.o see noie 4.

. - - _ - _ .- -
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the licensee have been accepted by the after the effective date of this section determines, upon a showing by the
NRC staff as satisfying the provisions of and Appendix R to this part; licensee, that there is good cause for

Appendix A to Branch Technical (i) the first refueling outage: extending such date and that the public

Position DTP APCSD 95-1' reflected in [ii) another planned outage that lasts health and safety is not adversely
staff fire protection safety evaluation for at least 60 days; or affected by such extension. Extensions
reports issued prior to the e frective date (iii) an unplanned outage that lasts for of such date shall not exceed the dates
of this rule, or to the extent that fire at least 120 days. detennined by pragraphs (c)(1) through
protection features were a cepted by (4) Those fire protection features that (c)(4) of this section,

the staff in comprehensive fire require prior NRC approval by (1) Those fire protaction features that

protection safety evaluation reports paragraph (c)[5] of tleis section, shall be involve revisions of administrative
5,

issued before Appendix A to Branch implemented within the Niowing controls, manpower changes and

Technical Position DTP APCSD 9.5-1 schedule: Dedicated shutdown training shall be implemented within 4

was published in August 1976. With systems-30 months after NRC months after the date of the NRC ctaff

f respect to all other fire protection approval; modifications requiring plant Fire Protection Evaluation Report

features covered by Appendix R, ajj shutdown-before startup after the accepting or requiring such features.

nuclear power plants licensed to operate earliest of the events given in paragraph (2) Those fire protection features

prior to January 1,1979 shall satisfy the (c)(3) commencing 180 days after NRC involving inctallation of modifications

applicable requirements of Appendix R approval; modifications not requiring not requiring prior approval or plant

to this part, including specifically the plant shutdown--6 months after NRC shutdown shall be implemented within

requirements of Sections Ill.C. III.j, and approval. 12 months after the date of the NRC
(5) Licensees shall make any staf| Fire Protection Safety E-aluation

Ill.O.
m difications neces,sary to comply with Report accepting or requiring such

(c) All fire protection modifications ther.a requirements m accordance with features.
require to satisfy the provisions of the above schedule without priar review , (3) Those fire protect,on features.i
Appendix R to this part or directly and approval by NRC except for mclud3g alternative , shutdown

I affected by such requirements shall be m difications required by Section 111.J.3 capability, mvolymg matallation of
I completed on the following schedule: of Appendix R to this part. Licensees modifications requiring plant shutdowa

involve revisions of admm,n features thatshall submit plans and schedules for shall be irr.plemented before the startup(1) Those fire protectio
istrative meeting the provisions of paragraphs after the earliest of the following events

controls, manpower changes, and !c)(2), 'c)(3), and (c)(4) within 30 days commencing 9 months or more after the
traming, shall be implementeJ within 30 after the effective date of this section date of the NRC 6taff / ire Protection
days after the effective date of this and Appendix R to this part. Licensees Safety Evaluation Report accepting or

,

section and Appendix R to this part. shall submit design descriptions of requiring such features:
(2) Those fire protection features that modifications needed to satisfy Section (i) The first refueling outage;

involve installation of modifications that lil.G.3 of Aprendix R to this part within (ii) Another plarned outage that lasts
do not require prior NRC approval or 30 days after the the effective date of for at least 60 days; or
plan. r.hutdown shall be implemented this section and Appendix R to this part. (iii) An unplanned outage that lasts
within 9 months after the effective date (6) In the event that a request for for at least 120 days.
of this section and Appendix R to this exermtion from a requirement to comply (4) Those fire protection features

part. with one or more of the provisions of involving dedicated shutdown capability

(3) Those fire protection features, Appendix R filed within 30 days of the requiring new buildings and systems

except for those requiring prior NRC effective date of this rule is based on an shall be implemented within 30 months
'

approval by paragraph (c)(5) of this assertion by the licensee that such of NRC approval. Other sne.lifications

section, that involve installation of required modifications would not requiring NRC approval prior tot

modifications that do require plant enhance fire protection safety in the installation shall be implemented withine

shutdown, the need for which is justified facility or that such modifications may 6 months after NRC approval.

in the plans and senedules required by be detrimental to cverall facility safety, (e) Nuclear power plants 1. censed to

the provisions of paragraph (c)(5) of this the schedule requirements of paragraph operate after january 1,1979, shall

section, shall be implemented before (c) shall be tolled until final Commission complete all fire protection,

i-

startup after the earliest of the following action on the exemption request upon a
modifications needed to satisfy

events commencing 180 days or more determination by the Director of Nuclear Criterion 3 of Appendix A to this part in
Reactor Regulation that the licensee has accordance with the provisions of their
provided a sound technical basis for licenses.

.ctanrica,,on and suidance with respeciio
permissible alternatives to satisfy Appendis A to such assertion that warrants further 2. A new Appendix R is added to,

| trre Arm s3-1 has been provided in four other staff review of the request. 10 CFR Part 50 to read as follows:
.

I mYn'tary cuidance on information
(d) Fire protection features accepted Appendix R-Fire Protection Program for

"

by the NRC staff in Fire Protection Wdear Power FadHties Operating Prior ANeeded or nre protecton evaluation. dated
Safety Evaluation Reports referred to in Ianuary 1,1979twber rt,we

$- * -Sample Technical specificatioC dated May paragraph (bl of this section and -

t Introduction and sccpe
12.19U. supplements to such reports, c'ther than

| * " Nuclear plani Fire protectmn Functional features covered by paragraph (c), shall This Apoendix applies 'o heensed nuclear"

,

ReevesiNhtees. Ad,mmistrative Control and be completed as soon as pracil 'able but power elextric generating stations that were
perating prior ta lanuary 1.1979. except to'* ^ ""''"''' #"'*d b"* " # no later than the completion da.e the extent set forth in paragraph 50.48{bl of* %npovar Requirementa for Operatmg

Reactors." dated May 11.197n. currently speci'ied in license cuditions tHs part. W'th respect to certain generic
A Fire protection Safety Evaluaten Report that or tecimical specifit.ations for such issues for such facilities it sets forth fire

has been issued for each opetalmg plant states how facility, or the date determined by protecti a features required to satisfy -
paragraphs t )(t) through (d)(4) of this Criterion 3 of Appenda A to this part.'d

n fees nf e tect n ssue th I e section, whichever is sooner, unless the
resolved when the facility satisfies the apprornate
reqwrements of Appendas R to this pari. Director of Nuclea; Reactor Regulation +see footnote 4

\
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Critenon 3 of Appenda A to this part program shall estabbsh the fire protection D. Alternoine or Dedicated Shutdown
*

specifies that " Structures. systems. and pahcy for the protection of structures. Capabihty

components imponant to safety sh-ll be 9 stems. and compatien's important to safety In areas where the fire protection features

desianed and located to mimmize. onsistent
at each plant and the procedures, equip nent, r.annot ensure safe shutdown capability in

r

with other safety requirements, the and personriel required to implement the the esent of a fire in that area, alternatne or
dedicated safe shutdown capability shall be

probability and effect of fires and procram at the plant site. *

The fire protection provam shall be onder prosided.
explosions " the dirc; tion of an tridmdual wh'o has been M SpecifidmirementsWhen .onsidering the effects of ire. those
systems assortated with achievma md delegated authority commensurate with the

resintamms safe shutdown sondmt ns
raspons+bihties of the position and who has A. Water Supplies for Fire Suppression

assume major importance to safety bet.ause a.edable staff personnel knot 'edgeable m Systems
Two separate water supphes shall be

damsge to them can lead to cure demage bcth fire protection and nuclear safety.
provided to furnish necessary water vcLme y

resultmg from loss of coolant throu 4h budoff. The fire protection program shall estend

The phrases "important to safety " or the concept of defensedn-debth to firs and pressure to the fire main 1o00
Each sopply shall consist of a storage tank.

" safety-related/* will be used throu t out this protection m fire areas important to safety.
pump pipmg. and appropriate isolation andh

Appendix R as applymg to all safet - with the followmg obgectives:

functions 'Its phrase * safe shutdmn" will * to prevent fires frem startmg: control salve Two separate redundant g

8)e used throughout this Appenda F as e tu detect rapidly, control, and extmguish suctions in one or more intake structures

applying to both hot and cold shutd 2wn promptly tnose fires that do occur; from a large body of water (river, lake, etc.)

e to provide protection for structures. wdl satisfy the requirement for two separated

Because fire may affect safe shutdown systems, and components important to safety water storage tanks. These supphes shall befunctions,

systems and because the loss of functmn of
so that a fire that is not promptly separated so that a failure of one supply will

systems used to mitigate the consequences of
extinguished by the fire suppression activities not result in a failure of the other supply.

design basis accidents under postfire will not prevent the safe shutdown of the Each supply of the fire water distnb" tion
system shall be capable of providing for a

condit6ons does not per se impact pubhc plant.
D. Fire Razon!s .4nalysis period of 2 hours the maximum expected

sefety, the ne .d to hmit fire damage to A fire hazards analysis shall be performed water demands as determined by the fire
systems reqn 2 to achieve and maintam
safe shutdown conditions is greater than the oy quahfied fire protection and reactor hazards analysis for safety.related areas or

need to hmit fire damage to those systems systems engmeers fo ll| consider potentialin other areas that present a fire exposu;e

required to mittente the consequences of situ and transient fire hazards. (2) determme hazard to safety.related areas.

design basis accidents.Three levels of fire the consequences of fire in any location in When storage tanks are used for combined

damage limits are established according to the plant on the abihty to safely shut down service. water / fire-water uses the minimum
the reactor or on lhe abihty to mmimize and volume for fire uses shal' be ensured by

the safety functions of the structure, system. control the release of radioactivity to the means of dedicated tanks or by some
on component: environment; and (3) specify measures for physical means such as a ver*ical standpipe

_ ._

fe.e prevention, fire detection, fire Ior other water service. Administrative
semus, tween Fee damage nr Ws

- suppression. and fire containment and controls including locks for tank outlet
alternative shutdcNn capabihty as required valves are unacceptable as the only means

He snumersa C>e een W equemere necessary w
acheve w swoo n eom em* for each fire area contaming structuras, to ensure minimum water volume.

[ systems. and comnonents importan! to safety Other water systems used as one of the*

in accordance with NRC guidehnes and two fire water supphes shall be permanently,
en W we osmoge tm e emg* ke connected to the fire main system and shall
sir $udno e' evoewe ** ' regulations.

ces muerm som eses o eemmeu cece "'r * C. Fire Preventmn Feature. be capable of automatic alignment to the firer

[e e*npe *m"e *M Fire protection features shall meet the main system. Pumps. cot.trols, and power*

followmg general requirements for all fire supphes in these systems shall satisfy the
e e,oews me tu osmage muss
w ***8 = " " 'ae' ** na areas that contain or present a fire hazard to requirements for the main fire pumps. The

',** I*yE,'[,,*,*** ','''** structures, sptems. or components important
use of other water s, stems for fire protection'

shall not be incompatible with their functions,
to safety.

1. In situ fire hazards shall be identified required for safe plant shutdown. Failure ofer
their eue som = = w .>.m asc=ary

""*9y' 8, y and suitable protection provided
the other system shall not degrade the fire

**'*"a"

2. Transient fire hazards associated with mam system.
normal operation, maintenance. repair or B.SectionalIsolation Volvesa a, e,a e, , e., e,,,,,e

modification activities shall be identified and
Sectionalisolation valves such as postwe

be m,icator valves or key operated vahes shullinde=" *a eliminated where possible. Those transientg,*,=a,,a, gaa gege
fire hazards that caa not be ehminated shall

stalled in the fire main loop to permit,

isolation of portions of the fire main loop forone,,w m en, enwwee. wei e, ce,,on,= ioce.oo

(* g gw, g af g*e g*j be u,ntrol' d and suitable protection mamtenance or repair without interruptingprovided.eeuce-a. ereieme. er ce,woneme aoonear m ww, 3. Fire detection systems. portable the entire water supply.ggyggge Lu'ao-a ***** extinguishers, and standpipe and hose C. Ilydrant Isoloten volves,

stations shall be installed.
Valves shall be installed to permit isolationmesaw . me . ene me ,wwas camou=**

Q*ega ,,fa g g *ya g e**' *

L Fire br 4riers or uutamatic suppression of outside hydrants from the fire main for

The most stringent fire damage hmit sig systems or both shall be installed as mamtenance or repair without interrupting ,

necessary to protect redundant systems or tte water supply to automatic or manual fire
apply for those systems that fall into rare components necessary for safe shutdowa. suppression systems in any area containing
than one category. Redundant systen used 5. A site fire brigade shall be estabhshed. or presenting a fire hazard to safety-related
to mitigate the consequences of of er design
basis accidents but not necessary :or safe trained, and equipped and shall be on site at or safe shutdown equipment.

%
all times. D. Afonuo/ Fire Suppression

shutdown may be lost to a single e spos tre 6. Fire detection and suppression systems Standpipe and hose systems shall be
fire. Howev er, protection shcIl be g rovided so shall ue designed. Installed, maintained, and installed so that at : cast one effective how
that a fire within only one such syrem will

tested by personnel preper!y quahfied by stream will be able to reach any location that
not demapa the redundant system. ex.ierience and training in fire protection contains or presents an exposure fire hazard

to structures, systems, or comp +nents
j II. Genero/ Requirements systems.

A. Fire Protection Progiom 7. Surveillance procedures shall be important to safety.

A fire protection program shall b - estabbshed to ensure that fire barriers are in Access to pesmit effective functioning of

established at each nuclear power 'lant. The place and that fire suppression systems and the fire bngade shall be p nvided to all areas

components are operable, that contam or present an exposare Gre
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hazard to structures, systems, or components hour rating. In addition. Pre detectors and an Institute for Occupational Safety and
important to safety. automatic fire suppression system shall be llealth-approval formerly given by the U.S.

Standpipe and hose stations shall be inside installed in the fire area: Bureau of Mines) shall be provided for fire
PWR containments and BWR containments Inside noninerted containments one of the brigade, damage control, and control room
that are not inerted. Standpipe and hose fire y rotection means specified above or one personnel. At least to nasks shall be
stations inside containment may be of the following fire protection means shall available for fire brigade personnel Control
connected to a high quality water supply of be provided: t,om personnel may be furnished breathing
sufficient quantity and pressure other than d. Separation of cables and equipment and air by a manifold system piped from a
the fire main loop if plant-specific featur as assodated non-safety r:ircuits of redur.deat storage reservoir if practical Service or rated
prevent extending the fire main supply inside trains by a horizontal distance of more than operating life sLall be a minimum of une-half%
containment. For BWR drywells, standpipe 20 feet with no intervening combustibles or hour for the self<ontained units.
and hone stations shall be placed ou' side the fire hazards: At least two extra air bottles shall be
dry well with adequate lengths of hose to e. Installation c,f fire detectors and an located on site for each self-contained
reach any location inside the dry well with satomatic fire suppression sydem in the fire breathing unit. In addition an onsite 6-hour

I an effective hose stream. area; or supply of reserve air shall be provided and
F. Hydmstatic Hose Tests I Separation of cables and equipment and arranged to permit quick and complete
Fire hose shall be hydrostatically tested at associated non-safety circuits of redundant replenishment of exhausted supply air bottles

a pressure of 300 psi or 50 psi above trains by a noncombustible radiant energy as they are returned. lf compressors are used
maximum fire main operstmg pressure, shield. as a source of breathinF air, only units
whichever is greater. Ilose stored in outside 3. Alternative or dedicated shutdown approved for breathing air shall be used;
hose houses shall be tested annually. Interior capability and its associated circuits? compressors shall be operable assuming a
standpipe hose shall be tested every three independent of cables, systema or loss of offsite power. Special care must be
years. components m the area. room or zone under taken to locate the compressor in areas free

F. Automatic Fire Detection consideration, shall be provided: of dust and contaminants.
Automatic fire detection systems shall be a. Where the protection of eistems whose I. Fire Brigade Tarining

installed in all areas of the plant that contain function is required for hot shutdown does ne fire brigade training program shall
nr present an exposure fire hazard to safe n t satisfy the requirement of paragraph G.2 ensure that the capability to fight potentia!
ehutdown or safety-related systems or of this section; or

fires is established and ma! stained. ne
cumponents. These fire detection systems b. Where redundant trains of systems program shall consist of an initial classroom
shall be capable of operating with or without required for hot shutdown located in the instruction program fol' awed by periodic
offsite power. same fire area may be subject to damage classroom instruction, fire fighting practice,

G. Fire Pmtection of Safe Shutdown from fire suppression activities or from the and fire drills:
. inadvertent operation of fire 1. InstructionCapobihty '"P '"T* r

1. Fire protection features shall be provided suppression systems. a. ''1ie initial classroom instruction shah,
for structures, systems and components In addition, fire detection and a fixed fire include:
important to safe shutdown. These features suppression sy stem shall be installed in the (1) Indoctrination of the plant fire fighting
shall be capable oflimiting fire damage so area, room, oe zone under consideration. plan with specific identification of each
that. H. Fire BTI ode individual's responsibilities.8

a.One train of systems necessary to A site fire brigade trained and equipped for (2) Identification of the type and location of
achieve and maintain hot shutdown fire fighting sha!! be established to ensure fire hazards and associated types of fires that
conditions from either the control room or adequate manual fire fighting capability for could occur in the plant.
emergency control station (s) is free of fire a 1 areas of the plant containing structures. (3) ne toxic and corrosive characteristics
d d 8Y8 tem 8 r C mPonents important to safety. of expected products of combustion.

b Syst s necessary to achieve and The fire brigade shall be at least five (4) Identification of the location of fire
maintain cold shutdown from either the members on each shift.ne brigade leader fighting equipment for each fire area and
control room or emergency control station (s) and at least two brigade members shall have familiarization with the layout of the plant,
can be repaired withm 72 hours. sufficient training m or knowledge of plant including access and egress routes to each

2. Except as provided for para;roph G.3 of safety.related systems to understand the area.
. g effects of fire and Dre suppressants on safe (5) ne proper use of available fire fighting

shu*down capability. ne qualification of fire equipment and the correct method of fightingin ud n as ated no e fe i i that
could prevent operation or cause brigade members shall include an annual each type of fire. ne types of fires covered
maloperation due to hot shorts, open circuits, physical rxamination to determine their should include fires in energized electrical
or shorts to ground. or redundant trains of ability to perform stenuous fire fighting equipment. fires in cables and cable trays,
systems necessary to achieve and maintain activities. The shift supervisor shall not be a hydrogen fires, fires involving flammable and
hot shutuown conditions are located within member of the fire brigade.The brigade combustible liquids or ha ardous procesa

leader shall be competent to assess the chemicals. fires resulting from construction orthe same fire area outside of pnmary potenti.1 safety consequences of a fire and modifications (welding), and record file fires.containment, one of the following means of
advise control *oom personnel. Such (6) ne proper use of communication,ensuring that one of the redundant trams is

free of fire damage shall be provided: ec,mpetence by the brigade leader may be lighting. ventilation, and emergency breathing
evidenced by possession of an operator's equipment.s, s. Separation of cables and r mpment and license or equivalent knowledge o' plant (7) He proper method for fighting firesassociated non-saf"y circuits c. redundant safety-related systems. Inside buildings and confined spacea.trains by a fire bainer having a 3-hour ratmg. The minimum equipment provided for the (8) ne direction and coordination of theStructural steel forming a part of or brigade shall consist of personal protective fire fighting activitieg (fire brigade leadersg supporting such fire bc.rners shall be equipment such as turnout coats, boots. only).protected to provide fire resistance gloves, hard hats, emergency communications (9) Detailed review of fire fightingequivalent to that required of the barn.er: equipment. portable lights. portable strategies and procedures.b. Separation of cables and equipment and ventilation equipment, and portable (to) Review of the latest plantassociated non safety circuits of redundant extinguishere. Self<ontained breathing ma ifications and corresponding changes in

_

trains by a horizontal distance of more than apparatus using full-face positive-pressure fire fighting plans.20 feet mth no inte vening combustible or masks approved by NIOSH (National
fire hazards. In addition, fire detectors and an No's.-Items (9I and (to) may be deleted
automatic fire suppression system shall be from the training of no more than two of the
installed in the fire area; or e Alternahve shutdown capabihty is provided by non-operations personnel who may be

reroutmg. relocating or moMcating of exisungc. Enclosure of cable and equipment and systems; dedicated shutdown capabihty is provided assigned to the fire brigade.
associated non-safety circuits of one by instalhna new structures and systems for the b. ne instruction shall be provided by
redundant train in a fire barrier having a 1- function of postfire shutdown. qualified individuals who are knowledgeable.

1
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esperienced El sui ably tra,ned in Eghtmg bngade. and selet tion. plarer t and use of required additwnal hre protection m the
t

b t>;ies of bres that could occur m !be plant ympment. and (n. fight ng strategie s. work actisity procedure

d m unmg the types of equpment n.nlable W Assessinent of each bngade member's 5. Govern the use of igmtion sources by use

in Se nudear power plant knowledge of his or her role m the hre of a flame permit system to control weldmg.a

c. Instru< fion shal' be pros.ded to all fire fightmg strategy for the area assumed to flame cuttmg. brazmg. or soldermg

brutade members and f te bngade le.ders contam the fire Assessment of the brigade operahons A separate permit shall be issued

d. Regular planned mer irus shall oe held member's conformante witte established for each area where work is to be done. If

at least esery 3 mor;ths for al: brigade plant hre f.ghtmg procedures and use of fire work contmues over more than one shift. the

members to review char. gas m the hre Nhtma equipment. mc admg self wntained permit shall be vahd for not more than 24

rrotection provam and other srb ects as emergency breathmg apf iratus. hours when the plant is operstmg or for the
t

con:mumt ation equ:pment, and senulation duration of a pa. icular job dunng plant
necessary

e penodic refresher tramma sessmns shan eqwment. to the estent practicable shutdown.

be he;d te repeat lie classroom instruction 13| ne sima!ated use of fae fightmg 6 C<mtrol the removal from the area of all ,,

program for all hngade members oser a two- equ:pment reqmred to cope with the en nation waste, debns, scrap. oil spd!s. or other

year penod T hew sessions may be and is pe of f re selected for the dnll. The combustibles resultmg from the work activity

toncurrent with the regular planned area and ty pe of fire ri.osen for the dnll immediately following completion of the
shmdd d:ffer from these used m the previous activity, or at the end of each work shift. g

meetmgs
drdi so that bngade members are tramed m whrthet er comes first.

2 hochre
Prat rice nessm,s sha'.1 be held for e.th fightmg bres m s anous plant areas lhe 7. Mamtam the penodic housekeeping

shif t hre brede im the proper method of situat.on selected should simulate the size inspections to ensure contmued comphance

hght.ng the vanous 13 pes of fires that e.ould ami ar*angemerti of a bre that a ould with these admimstrative controls

occur m a nucle.er power plant.These reasonably occur m the area selected. 8. Control the use of specihc combustibles

visums shall p wde bngade members with allowma for hre deselopment due to the time in safety-related areas. All wood used in

espenence en actual f re estmsmshment and reqmred to respond. to obtam equipment, and safety-related areas during mamtenance.

the use of emergency breathmg a;paratus organue for the fire, assummg loss of modification, or refuehna operations feuch as

nder strenuous condmons encountered m automatic suppresmon repability. lay-down blocks or scaffolding) shall be

fire f.shtmg These prata e sessions shall be (41 Assessment of bnede leader's
ireated with a flame retardant. Eqmpment or

prouded at least once p, r y ear !or ca;b hre direct:on of the hre fightmg effort us to supphes (such as new fuel) shipped m

bnsade membar. t horou- ness. accuracy and effettiveness. untreated combustible packmg contamers

a pr#s 4 Records may be unpacked m safety related areas if

a. Fire brigada dni!n shall be performed m lediudaal records of trammg prouded to required for vahd r peratmg reasons

the plant so that the fire bngade can practica cath fire bns ede member. mcludmg dnli However. all combustible materials shall be
tr Aques, shaJ be mamtamed for at laast 3 removed from the area immediately followmg

as a team
b Dnlls shall be performed at regular scars to ensure that each member receives the unpackmg Such transwnt combustible

miaevM, not a enred 3 months for each frammg in all paris of the trainmg program. material, unless stored m approved

shift hre brwade. Fath fire bnede member These records of tramma shall be asailable containers, shall not be left unattended

should partopate m each dnll. but must for NRC review. Retramma or broadened danng lunch breaks. shift changes, or other

participate in at least two dnlis per year tr< nmg for fire fightmg withm buddmgs shall simdar periods. l.oese combustible packmg

A sufhcient number of these Jnlis. but not be scheduled for all those brigade members material such as wood or paper escelsior, or

less than one for each shift fire bngade per whose performance records show polyethylene sheetmg shall be placed in
metal containers with tight fitting self-closma

year. sha'l be unannotinced to determme the definencies
fire hghtmg readmess of the plant hre 1. Emereenc.s L.@tmg metal cos e s.

hngadt bngade leader, and fire protectmn Fmeegency I ghtmg units with at least an R- 9 Control actions la be takPn by an

esotems : nd eqwpment persons planmrg hour battery power supply shall be provided individual discovenng a fire, for esample,

and authenzmg an uriannounced dnil shall m all areas needed for operation of safe not.fication of control room. attempt to

ensure that the respondma shif t hre bnsade shu:Jown equipment and m accesa and estmguish bre, and actuation of local hre

members are not aware that a dnilis bemg egress routes thereto suppressmn systems

planned untd it is begun. Unannounced dnils K Admmistxtar Controls 10 Contn) actions to be taken by the

shali not he scheduled closer than four Admmistrative controls shall be control room operator to determine the need

weeb. estabbshed to unimize fire hazards in areas for bngade assistance upon report of a fire or

At least one dnli per y ear shall be contamma so ;tures. s> stems. and receipt of alarm on control ronm annunciator

perform d on a " bark snif t" for each shift fire components important to safet> These panel, fi r example, announcmg location of

brigade controls shall estalbsh proi edures to- fire over pA system. soundmg fire a! arms,

c. The drills shall be preplanned to 1 Govern the handlmg and hrmtation of the and notcymg the shift supervisor and the fire
estabhSh the traming Objectives of the dnll use of ordmary combustible materials. bngade ieader of the type, size, and location

and sh.dl be critiqued to determme now well combustible and flammabic gases and of the f>re.

the tra,nmg obb :tnes have been met hquids, high efhciency parta.ulate air and 11. Contrri ctions to be taken by the fire

Unannounced dni;s shall be planned and charroal filters. dry ion eschange resins. or bngade aftri actification by the control room

cntiqued by members of the managemens other combust:ble supphes m safety-related operat r of a fire. for example. assembhng in
a desig iated location. receiving directions

| staff responsible for plant safety and f re areas.

protec'mi performance dehciencies of a fire ? prohibit the storage of combustibles in from tt + fire bngade leader, and dischargma

bngade or of individual hre brigade members safety. rela'ed areas or estabbsh designated speofn fire fightmg responsibdities includmg
'

shall be emedied by scheduhng additional storage areas with appropnate hre selectn 1 and transportation of hre Oghtmg
equiprn nt to fire location. selection oftrammg for the brigade er members protection

Unsatisfactory dnll performante shall be 3. Govern the bandimg of and hmit protect ,e equipment. operating instructions

followed by a repeat dnli withm 30 days. transwnt hre loads su(h as combustible and for use if fire suppression systems, and use

d, At 3 year mtervals. a randomly selected f!immable hquids. wood and plastic of prept.mned strategies for hghtmg fires in I
,

ununnounced dnll shall be rntiqued by products or other combustible matenals in specih< areas.

! qushfied mdividuals mdependent of the buddmgs containing safety-related systems 12. Dehne the strategies for fightmx fa cs in

f
brensee's staff. A copy of the wntien report or equipment dunng all phases of operat.ng. all safety.related areas and areas presentmg

' from such individual, shall be avadable for and especially dunna maintenance. a hazard to safety-related equipment These

NRC reuew mod;f. cation. or refuehng operations strategies shall designate:

e. Dnlis shall as a mmimum meiude the 4 Degignate the onute staff member a. Fire hazards m each area cou red by th.

fMlowing responsible for the inplant fire protection speahc prehre plans

(1) Assessment of hre alarm effectneness. review of proposed work actaities to identify b Fire estmguishaMs best suited for

time required to notify and assemble fire potential transient hre harards and specify controlhng the fires a3 o,iated w.th the hi

|

!
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hazards in that area and the nearest location coolant level ahuve the top of the core for separation and barriers between trays and
of these extmguishants. BWRs and be within the leve! indication in conduits containing associated circuits of one

c Most favorable direction from which to the pressurizer for PWRs. safe shutdown division and trays and
attack a fire in each area m view of the c. ' Die reactar heat removal function shall conduits contain.ng associated circuits or
venti!at on direction. access hallways stairs. be capable of achieving and ma ntaining safe shutdown cables from the redundant
and dot rs that are most likely to be free of decay heat removal. division,or the isolation of these associated
fire. and the best station or elevation for d. The process monitoring function shall be circuits from the safe shutdown equipment.
fightmg the fire All access and egress routes capable of providing direct readings of the shallbe such that a pos*ulated fire involving
that inve Ive locked dooi, should be process vattables necessary to perform and associated circuits will not prevent safe

., specifically identified ii. the procedure with control the above functions. shutdown.'
*

the appropriate precautions and methods for e.The supporting functions shall be M. Fire Barrier Cob /c Penetration Seol
access specified. capable of providing the process cooling. Qualification,

d. Plant systems that should f.e ruanaged to lubrication. etc, necessary to permit the Penetration seal designs shall utilize only
g reduce the damage potential during a local operation of the equipment used for safe noncombustible materials and shall be

fire and the location of local and remote shutdown functions. qualified by tests that are comparable to tests
controls for such management (e g., any 3. The shutdown capability for specific fire used to rate fire barriers. The acceptance
hydraulic or electrical systems in the zone areas may be unique for each such area, or it criteria for the test shall include:
cov= red by the specific fire fightmg procedure may be one unique combination of systems 1.The cable fire barrier penetration seal
that could increase the hazards in the area for all such areas. In either case, the has withstood the fire endurance test without
because of overpressurization or electrical alternative shutdown capability shall be passage of flame or ignition of cables on the
hazards). Inuependent of the specific fir: areats) and unexposed side for a period of time

e. Vit.el heat. sensitive system components shall accommodate postfire conditions where equivalent to the fire resistance rating
that nee i lo be kept coct while fighting a offsite power is available and where offsite required of the barrier;
local fire. Particularly hazardous power is not avadable for n hours. 2. The temperature levels recorded for the
combustibles that need coolms should be Procedures shall be in effect to implement unexposed side are analyzed nd
designated. this capability. demonstrate that the maximum temperature

f. Orgt nization of fire fighting br gades and 4. If the capabihty to achieve and maintain is sufficiently be!ow the cable insulation
the assignment of special duties according to cold shutdown will not be available because ignition temperature: and
job title so that all fire fighting functions are of fire damage. the equipment and systems 3. The fire barrier penetration seal remains
covered by any complete shift personnel comprising the means to achieve and intact and dcas not allow projection of wat"
complement. These duties include comreund maintain the hot standby or hot shutdown beyond the unexposed surface during the
control of the brigad , transporting fire condition shall be capable of maintaining hose stn am test.
suppression and support equipment to the fire such conditions until cold shutdown can be N. Fin Doors
scenes, applying the extinguishant to the fire, achieved. If such equipment and systems will Fire doors shall be self-closing or provided
communication with the control room. and not be capable of being powered by both with closing mechanisms and shall be
coordination with outside fire departments. onsite and offsite electric power systems inspected semiannually to verify that

g. Potential radiological and toxic hazards because of fire damage, an independent automatic hold-open, release, and closing'

in fire zones. onsite power system shall be provided. The mechanisms and latches are operable.
h. Ventilation system operation that number of operating shift personnel. One of the following measures shall be

ensures desired plant air distribution when exclusive of fire bngade members, required provided to ensure they will protect the
the ventilation flow is modified for fire to operate such equipment and systems shall opening as required in case of fire:
rantainment or smoke clearing operations. ' be on site at all times. 1. Fire doors shall be kept closed and

i. Opera; ions requiring control room and 5. Equipment and systems comprising the electricafly supervised at a con *inuously
shift engineer coordinanon or authorization. meaw to achieve and maintain cold manned locstion:

,

[ Instructions for plant operators and shutdown conditions shall not be damaged 2. Fire doors shall be locked closed and
general plant personnel during firt by fire; or the fire damage to such equipment inspecte I weekly to verify that the doors are

L Alternatire andDedicatedShutdown and systems shall be limited so that the in the closed position:

Capabdity systems can be made operable and cold 3. Fire doors aball be provided with

1. Alternative or dedicated shutdown shutdown achievid within 72 hours. automanc hold-open and release mechanisms

capability provided for a specific fire area Materials for such repairs shall be readily and inspected daily to verify that doorways
are free uf obstructions; orshall be able to achieve and maintain available on site and procedures shall be in

subentical reactivity conditions in the effect to implement such repairs. If such 4. Fire doors shall be kept closed and

reactor. maintain reactor coolant inventory equipment and systems used prior to 72 hours in5Pected dady to verify that they are la the
achiave and maintain hot standb> ' after the fire will not be capable of being closed position.

conditions for a PWR (hot shutdown ' for a powered by both onsite and offsite electric E'I' e bngade leader shall have ready

BWR) and achieve cold shutdown ' power systems because of fire damage an access ei keys for any locked fire doors.

conditions within 72 hours and maintain cold mdependnet onsite power system shall be Areas protected by automatic total flooding

shutdown conditions thereafter. During the provided. Equipment and systems used after gas suppression systems shall have

postfire sbuidown, the reactor coolant system 72 hours may be powered by offsite power electrically supervised self-closing fire doors

*e process sanables shall be maintained within only. or shall satisfy option 1 above.

those predicted for a loss of normal a.c. 6. Shutdow i systems installed to ensure O. Od Collection System for Reactor
.

C8 "power, and the fission product boundary postfire shutdown capabdity need not be gp ggg
integnty shall not be affected; i.e. there shall designed to meet seismic Category I criteria,

equippe.1 w th an oil collection system if the,

I be no fuel clad damage. rupture or any single failure enteria, or othcr design basis contains ient is not inerted during normalprimary coolant boundary, or rupture of the accident enteria, except where required for operatk n. The oil collection system shall becontainment boundary, other reasons. e.g , occause of interface with so designed, engineered, and installed that2. The rerformance goals for the shutdown or impact on existing safety systems. or failure v. di not lead to fire during normal or
functions shall be: because of adverse valve actions due to fire design tosis acci,8ent conditions and thate The reactivity control function shall be da mage.
capatie of achievmg and maintaining cold 7. The safe shutdown equipment and -

shutdown reactivity conditions. systems for each fire area shall be known to = An a. eptable method of complying with this
ahernahu. would be to meet regulatory Guide 175b. The reactor coolant makeup function be isolated from associated non-safety ' j "

shall be capable of maintaining the reactor circuits in the fire area so that hot shorts. $d k 5"y 't omtion
cpen circuits, or shorts to ground in the redundant safety dmsions are se protected that

*

8 As defined in the Standard Technical associated circuits will not prevent operation postulated fires affect trays from only one safety
Spectricanone of the safe shutdown equipment The dmsion

-- . ,_ -. . . ._.., - _ , . .. _, . -- - , . ,
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g.
there is reasonable assurance that the system

1 will withstand the Safe Shutdown .

Earthquake *
Such collecuan systems shall be cs poble ofs

collecting tube oil from all potensial - *

pressurt.:ed and unpressurized leakage sites *

in the reactor coolant pum? ube oil systems.l
Leakage shall be collected and drained to a'

vented closed coctainer that can hold the
entire tube oil system inventory. A flame

| arrester is required in the vent if the flash
pomt characteristics of the oil present the ;r
hazard of fire flashback. Leakage points to be 8

protected shallindude hit pump and pipmg. * ,

,

overkw Imes, lube oil cooler, oil fill and *

drain hries and piutts, flanged connections on . |mi hnes and tube oil reservoirs where such
features exist on the reactor coolant pumos.
The drain line shei! be large enough to
accrnnmodate the largest potential oil leak.
(Sec.161b. Pub L 83-N3. 68 Stat. 948; sec.
201. Pub. L 93-438,8a Stat.1242 (42 U SC
2201(b). 5841])

Dated at Washington D C., this 17th day of
,.

|~
November 1980.

: For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

i Samuel J. Chink.
Secretaryof the Commission. -
pt tane. abasr's hied 1t-im e 45 eml
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* See Regulatory Guide 129 ~5eiemic Design

Classificaton" Paragraph C2.


